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[1] Direct-path acoustic ranging is a promising seafloor geodetic technique for continuous high-
resolution monitoring of geodynamical process such as fault slip and magma intrusion. Here we report on
a yearlong acoustic ranging experiment conducted across the discovery transform fault at �4�S on the
East Pacific Rise. The ranging instruments utilized a novel acoustic signal designed to enhance precision.
We find that, after correcting for variations in sound speed at the path end-points, the ranging
measurements have a precision of �1 mm over baselines approaching 1 km in length. The primary
difficulty in this particular experiment was with the physical stability of the benchmarks, which were
deployed free fall from a ship. Despite the stability issues, it appears that the portion of the transform
fault that the array covered was locked during the year of our survey. The primary obstacle to continuous,
high sample rate, high-precision geodetic monitoring of oceanic ridges and transform faults is now
limited to the construction of geodetic monuments that are well anchored into bedrock.
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1. Introduction

[2] More than 75% of the deformation taken up by
fault slip at both spreading centers and transform
faults on the Earth’s mid-ocean ridge system
occurs aseismically without earthquakes [Bird
et al., 2002; Boettcher and Jordan, 2004; Cowie
et al., 1993]. Despite being the dominant deforma-
tion mechanism within the lithosphere along the
Earth’s mid-ocean ridge system, this aseismic fault
creep has not yet been directly observed owing to

the technological difficulties involved in making
geodetic measurements on the seafloor. Instead,
aseismic fault creep is inferred from seismic
moment budgets, plate-motion velocities, and
earthquake catalogs. While some continental
strike-slip faults creep continuously others fail in
transient creep events with durations of hours to
days that typically have surface offsets of a few
millimeters to a few centimeters. Observing the
details of how the creep occurs on mid-ocean ridge
faults would enable us to differentiate between
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different models of fault frictional properties as
has been done for continental systems [Wei et al.,
2013]. Additionally, better constraints on fault rhe-
ology, particularly the role of serpentine in ena-
bling shallow creep, would improve our
understanding of the strength of oceanic plate
boundaries.

[3] Transient creep events have been inferred to
control the timing of large earthquakes on many
oceanic transform faults, owing to the properties
of earthquake swarms that are routinely observed
on these faults [McGuire et al., 2005, 2012; Ro-
land and McGuire, 2009]. In contrast to the pre-
dominantly aseismic slip, there are short segments
of oceanic transform faults that appear to be fully
coupled and fail in repeating large earthquakes
that rerupture the same asperity quasiperiodically,
often during earthquake swarms [Boettcher and
McGuire, 2009; McGuire, 2008]. Improving our
understanding of the partitioning of plate motion
between seismic and aseismic slip, as well as the
role of transient creep events in earthquake trig-
gering, will require the development of high preci-
sion, continuous seafloor geodetic measurements
to map out the space-time relationships between
creep events and large earthquakes.

[4] Many of the most successful approaches to
seafloor geodesy undertaken to date have relied on
precise timing of acoustic signals transmitted
between two or more instruments. These experi-
ments obtain either relative strain (e.g., baseline
length changes) between two seafloor-based sen-
sors [Chadwick et al., 1999] or absolute position
measurements in the GPS reference frame if one
of the acoustic sensors is mounted on a surface
ship or buoy [Gagnon et al., 2005]. Ship/surface-
based measurements have the advantage of being
placed in the global reference frame, whereas rela-
tive seafloor-based measurements typically have
higher precision because their acoustic paths do
not pass through the mixed layer at the sea surface
where the sound velocity is highly temporally and
spatially variable. Seafloor-based measurements of
strain are also easier to obtain continuously at a
high sample rate. The primary limitations on their
accuracy result from the stability of the seafloor
benchmark, the accuracy of corrections for sound
speed variations, and the precision of the acoustic
travel time measurement. Rather than attempting
to synchronize clocks between two distant sensors,
most ranging experiments measure the two-way
(round-trip) travel time between two sensors
where one acts as a ‘‘mirror transponder’’ that
retransmits the received acoustic signal following

a fixed delay [Spiess et al., 1998]. The round-trip
travel time can be measured with an accuracy that
depends on the signal design, but is typically
equivalent to 1 cm or better (i.e., O �10 ms). For
baselines on the scale of a few hundred meters, the
dominant error source is typically the variation in
sound speed, often of the order of tens of cm (O
�100 ms) for paths of a few hundred meters, which
must be accounted for by using independent meas-
urements of temperature, salinity, and pressure
[Chadwick et al., 1999].

[5] An early successful experiment by Chadwick
et al. [1999] used short bursts (five cycles) of a 50
kHz signal to measure 100–400 m baselines with a
precision of �1 cm. This precision was sufficient
to record signals of a few cm in amplitude from
both the slow inflation and the rapid eruption of
the magma chamber beneath axial seamount on
the Juan de Fuca ridge [Chadwick et al., 1999].
Similar instruments were able to demonstrate that
spreading on the cleft segment of the Juan De
Fuca ridge must be episodic and not continuous
[Chadwell and Spiess, 2008; Chadwell et al.,
1999; Chadwick and Stapp, 2002]. More recently,
a similar experiment by Osada et al. [2012] using
a 10 kHz coded signal [Osada et al., 2008]
achieved �61.5 cm scatter over a baseline of
�900m. They attributed much of the residual scat-
ter to inaccuracies in the corrections for sound
speed variations. A recent technique innovation by
Blum et al. [2010] is to suspend one of the acoustic
transponders in the water column 5–10 m above
the seafloor. While this introduces a new source of
error (the motion of the suspended transponder in
the current), it has great promise for allowing
ranging to cover significant baselines in regions of
rough and/or sloping seafloor where direct paths
are difficult to obtain using only seafloor-based
benchmarks which are typically �3m tall. Blum
et al. obtained a 62.5 cm accuracy for 1000 m
baselines, which when averaged over 20 interroga-
tions, yielded uncertainties of about 6 mm in daily
baseline length measurements [Blum et al., 2010].

[6] In 2008, we conducted a yearlong deployment
of an acoustic ranging system at the Discovery
transform fault at �4�S on the equatorial East Pa-
cific Rise (EPR) (Figure 1). The geodetic array
was part of a larger scale deployment of ocean bot-
tom seismographs aimed at studying the seismicity
of the Quebrada-Discovery-Gofar (QDG) trans-
form fault system [McGuire et al., 2012]. The
QDG system exhibits a range of frictional behav-
ior including fully coupled patches on the Gofar
and Discovery transform faults that rupture
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repeatedly in M�6 earthquakes, as well as the
nearly aseismic Quebrada fault that has experi-
enced only one earthquake larger than M5.5 since
1990 [McGuire, 2008]. The instruments consisted
of a tripod base with the acoustic transducer
located at the top of a mast secured with guide
wires for stability (Figure 2). The array was
deployed by free fall from a ship. Owing to the
difficulty in positioning the instruments via free
fall and the rough topography, several were reposi-
tioned during the deployment cruise to maximize
the number of acoustic baselines and increase the
likelihood that the baselines crossed the primary
transform fault strand inferred from multibeam ba-
thymetry and acoustic backscatter data [Pickle et
al., 2009; Wolfson et al., 2011]. The exact trace of
the plate boundary has not been mapped via sub-
mersible or remotely operated vehicle (ROV), but

based on the alignment of the main fault valleys in
the EM300 bathymetry, it is very likely that the
surface trace of the fault is spanned by multiple
baselines within our array (Figure 1). The purpose
of this paper is to present the precision of the
acoustic ranging measurements, their implications
for the locking state of the fault in this region, and
to provide suggestions for future acoustic ranging
experiments.

2. Data

[7] We deployed seven acoustic ranging tripods
across the expected trace of the Discovery trans-
form fault in December 2007 and recovered them
in January 2009. The tripods were �3 m tall (Fig-
ure 2) with the acoustic transducer located atop a

Figure 1. Map of the Discovery transform experiment. (top) the large-scale geologic structure of the region
with bathymetry and plate-boundary locations (white line) from Pickle et al. [2009]. White triangles denote
the locations of ocean bottom seismographs. A star denotes the approximate location of a pair of M4.2 earth-
quakes on 6/19/2008 which were the largest events recorded by the seismometer array. The red triangle shows
the location of the acoustic ranging array. (bottom) Zoom-in of the region of the acoustic ranging experiment
with detailed EM300 multibeam bathymetry [Wolfson et al., 2011]. Triangles and labels show the location of
acoustic transceivers (red) and transponders (yellow). The dashed yellow lines denote possible surface traces
of the plate boundary fault system based on the locations of valleys in the bathymetry.
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mast that was secured with guide wires to limit
mechanical vibrations of the mast (Figure 2). The
tripods were of two types: two master transceivers
that interrogated five mirror transponders. The
transceivers are labeled C1 and C2 in Figure 1,
while the transponders are labeled P1, P2, P3, P4,
and P5. We recorded a full years worth of data on
the C1-P1, C1-P2, C1-P3, and C2-P5 baselines.
Transponder P4’s glass ball, which housed the
electronics, appears to have flooded in March
2008 ending data acquisition on the C1-P4 and
C2-P4 baselines. The transceivers were equipped
with acoustic modems so the data could be
accessed from the ship. Several of the instruments
had to be repositioned after their initial deploy-
ments owing to a lack of acoustic line of sight
between instruments. However, depending on the
exact trace of the fault, it is likely that the C2-P5
and possibly also the C1-P2 baselines cross the
fault trace (Figure 1). Each tripod was equipped
with a conductivity-temperature sensor for moni-
toring changes in sound speed.

[8] The acoustic systems were manufactured by
Linkquest Technologies Inc. (http://www.link-
quest.com). Each mirror transponder was interro-

gated every 2 h by one or both transceivers. The
instruments utilize a 10 kHz signal that is com-
prised of a 512 bit pseudorandom code (four
cycles per bit). The code is designed such that the
correlation of the outgoing and incoming signals
yields as close to a unique peak as possible. For
each measurement, either the full raw pressure
waveform at the transceiver sampled at 16 sam-
ples/cycle (e.g., 16 � 10 kHz) or just the correla-
tion function (to save disk space on most
measurements) was recorded. Figure 3 shows an
example of the raw pressure waveform recorded
by C1 for the C1-P1 baseline and the resulting cor-
relation function (only 512 samples surrounding
the maximum are typically saved). The round-trip
travel times are measured from the peak of the cor-
relation function computed by a simple quadratic
interpolation to the three contiguous samples that
include the correlation maximum. The top plot in
Figure 4 shows these measurements of the round-
trip travel time, which we term the raw measure-
ments, plotted as distance assuming a nominal
1500 m/s sound speed. The raw measurements are
dominated by a long-term annual variation with
amplitude of about 20 cm. There is also a clear
‘‘cycle skipping’’ problem beginning around time
2008.5 where the maximum of the correlation func-
tion oscillates between two adjacent peaks resulting
in two parallel curves. The middle plot of Figure 4
shows the two nearly identical temperature records
recorded at C1 and P1. The variation in the temper-
ature record is effectively the inverse of the varia-
tion in the ranges in the top plot, demonstrating that
the major source of error in the top plot results

Figure 2. Acoustic ranging tripods on the deck of the R/V
Thomas G. Thompson, December 2007.

Figure 3. An example of (top) a raw waveform and (bot-
tom) a correlation function for that waveform from the C1-P1
baseline.
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from temporal changes in sound speed. Correcting
the raw measurements for the sound-speed varia-
tions resulting from the salinity and temperature
changes results in the red points plotted in the bot-
tom plot of Figure 4. This correction removes the
vast majority of the variation in the raw measure-
ments except for the cycle skipping problem.

[9] We use two approaches to address the cycle
skipping problem. The top plot of Figure 5
shows an example of the cycle skipping artifact.
The blue and red correlation functions are taken
2 h apart on the C1-P1 baseline and are nearly
identical, indicating that there was little change
in the baseline length over these 2 h. However,
owing to complications with the acoustic propa-
gation path, such as from bottom interaction and/
or multipathing, the peak of the correlation func-
tion is not sharp and the numerical maximum
oscillates between two cycles as shown by the
red and blue crosses that denote the maximum
values in these particular measurements. This
one-cycle ambiguity corresponds to about 7.3 cm
in range. In some cases, the easiest fix to this
ambiguity is simply to pick the (better defined)
minimum rather than the maximum of the corre-

lation function for a particular baseline. How-
ever, this often does not solve the problem for
all measurements. The second approach is to
cross-correlate the correlation functions from two
measurements to determine the change in travel
time between them. The middle and bottom plots
of Figure 4 illustrate this approach. The blue and
red correlation functions from the top plot have
been cross-correlated with a reference correlation
function shown in black. Both result in minimal
time shifts (�10 ms �6 mm) relative to the
black trace. Thus, despite the difference in their
raw peaks, by correlating the correlation func-
tions, we are able to correctly identify that the
blue and red correlation functions record nearly
identical travel times. The black dots in the bot-
tom plot of Figure 4 show the entire year of C1-
P1 ranges corrected for the cycle skipping in this
way, in addition to the corrections for sound
speed variations. The remaining variation over
the year is very small (<1 cm). The choice of
the reference correlation function is determined
by trial and error, but any clean, high signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) measurements with a well-
defined main peak usually works.

Figure 4. Ranges for C1-P1. (top) The raw peaks of the correlation function. Cycle skipping is visible from
times 2008.5 through 2008.8. (middle) The temperature variations recorded at C1 and P1 are nearly identical.
(bottom) The raw correlation peaks corrected for the variations in sound speed inferred from measurements of
salinity and temperature (shown in red). These corrections do not account for the cycle skipping problem. The
black dots show the travel-time measurements derived by cross correlating the correlation functions. This
approach fixes the cycle skipping issue.
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3. Results

[10] The bottom plots of Figures 4 and 6–8 present
the time series of ranges corrected for both sound
speed variations and cycle skipping for the four
baselines with a year’s worth of data. In all four
cases, the cycle-skipping correction works for the
majority of affected measurements but there are
still a few uncorrected measurements. The C1-P1,
C1-P2, and C1-P3 time series all show remarkably
stable ranges with very little variation with the
exception of a �4 cm step on 19 June 2008 in the
C1-P3 baseline. This step coincides with a pair of
Mw 4.2 strike-slip earthquakes that were located
about 10 km to the west of the array on the trans-
form fault near the ridge-transform intersection
(Figure 1). Given the distance from the array to
the earthquakes, this offset is unlikely due to slip
on a fault crossing the C1-P3 baseline and is more
likely due to instability of the benchmark.

[11] The C2-P5 time series is more complicated
with a general trend toward increasing ranges at a

rate of �3 cm/yr combined with a number of steps
including a �2 cm offset on 19 June similar to that
seen in the C1-P3 time series. Each instrument
was equipped with a tilt sensor to measure monu-
ment instability. Unfortunately, most of these sen-
sors returned poor quality data. However, one
exception is the tilt data recorded on P3 which
shows its only change as a �1.5� step on 19 June
(Figure 9), confirming the hypothesis that the step
offsets in the C1-P3 and C2-P5 time series likely
result from instrument instability rather than fault
motion. The instability of the benchmarks is not
surprising given that they were deployed by free
fall from a ship in water depths of over 2500 m
into a region of very steep terrain and rough sea-
floor. Future deployments could likely overcome
this issue through ROV-based benchmark
installations.

[12] Despite the benchmark instabilities, the cor-
rected time series in Figures 4–8 demonstrate that
the ability of the acoustic processing to measure
relative distance changes is extremely precise.

Figure 5. (top) Two cross correlation functions from measurements on the C1-P1 baseline taken 2 h apart.
They are nearly identical, but due to small differences in their shape, their maximum values (denoted by the
plus marks) occur on adjacent cycles. If this difference were interpreted as a true travel time difference it
would amount to a 7.3 cm discontinuity in the range time series. (middle) The first correlation function (blue)
has been cross-correlated with a reference waveform (black), finding an offset of �6 mm which results pri-
marily from sound speed changes. (bottom) Similar to the middle plot but for the red correlation function.
The agreement in the offsets (5.5 versus 6.2 mm) between the middle and bottom plots demonstrates that this
approach does not have the cycle skipping problem.
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Figure 10 shows histograms of corrected ranges
from each of the four baselines. Each histogram
covers an approximately 2 month time period
when there were no visible offsets in the time se-

ries. The standard deviations of the individual
measurements range from 1.2 to 2.0 mm for the
various baselines. The largest scatter, 2.0 mm, is
for the C2-P5 baseline. However, part of this

Figure 6. C1-P2 ranges, temperatures, and corrected ranges similar to Figure 4.

Figure 7. Ranges, temperatures, and corrected ranges for the C1-P3 baseline similar to Figure 4.
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Figure 8. Ranges, temperatures, and corrected ranges for the C2-P5 baseline.

Figure 9. The red and black curves denote the two orthogonal components of tilt recorded within the instru-
ment sensor balls on the P1 and P3 tripods. The unusually large variations in the black component of P3 may
indicate that this component was not functioning properly.
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Figure 10. Histograms of range measurements that have been corrected for cycle skipping. Each histogram
shows all ranges for a �2–4 month period when there were no offsets in the time series for that baseline. All
histograms span 2 cm in range along the horizontal axis for ease of comparison. Standard deviations of the
measurements for different baselines range from 1.2 to 2.0 mm and likely reflect the complexity of multipath-
ing for each path. The C2-P5 histogram is likely affected by the overall trend toward increasing range with
time seen in this baseline.

Figure 11. Ranges for the C2-P5 baseline. The time series shows a general trend toward increasing ranges
at a rate of 1–2 cm/yr, but there are also three discontinuities leading to shorter ranges that likely result from
monument instability at the time of strong earthquake-induced shaking. The red lines indicate the slope that
would be expected if the C2-P5 baseline straddled a fault that creeped continuously at the plate-motion rate
(14 cm/yr). If the C2-P5 baseline does cross the plate boundary, the lack of a significant �10 cm/yr slope in
these data indicates that the fault is predominately locked in this region.



variation results from the overall �3 cm/yr
increase in range observed for this baseline. Thus,
there is no clear decrease in precision with increas-
ing baseline length for 300–750 m baselines.
Moreover, the 512 bit code used in the acoustic
ranging provides some of the most precise travel
time measurements to date, at least in deep water
settings like fault valleys where the sound speed
corrections are relatively straightforward.

[13] We do not draw any strong geophysical con-
clusions from the measurements presented in this
section because our instruments were not installed
in a robust manner, such as on concrete piers
poured by an ROV for this purpose. Many (all?)
of the offsets are likely due to instrument instabil-
ity rather than fault motion. However, the �3 cm/
yr trend of increasing ranges observed on the C2-
P5 baseline is not immediately dismissable as an
artifact of monument instability. This baseline
crossed the fault valley where it is most sharply
defined, and it is likely that this baseline spans the
plate boundary. Owing to its left-lateral motion, if
this fault were continuously creeping at the plate-
motion rate (�14 cm/yr), we would expect this
baseline to get longer at a rate of �10 cm/yr.
Figure 11 shows the large difference between the
signal expected for a fully creeping fault and the
slight trend to increasing baseline length with time
that we observe. If the plate boundary does pass
through the C2-P5 baseline, then our measure-
ments would be consistent with close to full lock-
ing in this region. While our result is not
conclusive due to benchmark instability and the
uncertainty in the location of the fault trace, it is in
agreement with studies of large, M6.0, repeating
earthquakes that suggest nearly full interseismic
locking on this portion of the discovery transform
fault [Wolfson et al., 2011].

4. Conclusions

[14] Direct-path acoustic ranging is an important
seafloor geodetic technique for continuously moni-
toring seafloor volcanoes and plate boundary
faults. The primary limitations on its accuracy
result from the need to correct for sound-speed
variations, the design of the acoustic signal, and
benchmark stability. We have demonstrated that
the first two can be readily overcome at the 1 mm
level for monitoring oceanic transform faults. The
use of benchmarks carefully emplaced by sub-
mersible or ROV would allow acoustic ranging to
detect both seismic and aseismic fault slip on

transform faults with very high precision. While
one baseline is not enough to be conclusive, our
results are consistent with a high degree of inter-
seismic locking on the Discovery transform fault
in the region of our array.
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